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(i) 
FOREWORD AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
This first computerized catalogue contains the list of 
documents screened and microfilmed in Sudan by the ILCA/IDRC 
microfiche project team. During the 1 - month mission to Sudan, 
over 340 items were microfilmed and are no~ available at the 
ILCA documentation centre in Addis Ababa. The references of 
these records are also stored in a com.puterized data base for 
retrieval purposes. 
The collection of literature was made from the following 
libraries and documentation centres: 
Agricultural Research Lorporation, Wad-Medani 
University of Khartoum, Shambat Faculty of Agriculture 
and Veterinary science 
National Council for Research, Agricultural Research 
Council 
Arab Organization for Agricultural Development, Khartoum 
We gratefully acknowledge the cooperation and assistance 
of the above-mentioned institutions and organizations in releasing 
their holdings for microfilming. In addition, appreciation and 
sincere thanks must be expressed to those individuals who gave 
invaluable assistance to the team while it was on mission in 
Sudan. 
Special thanks are due to: -
Pr, James J. Reiley 
Senior Advisor to the Director General, 
Agricultural Research Corporation, 
Western Sudan Agricultural Research Project 
Dr. Cecile Wesley 
Head, Documentation Centre, 
National Council for Research 
.. 
, ' v 
' '-1 
Prof. Dr. H. Burhan 
Director General, 
(ii) 
Agricultural Research Corporation 
Dr. Ahmed Ali BabikeT 
Asst. Director General, 
Agricultural Research Corporation 
Mr. S.A. Nasir Ali 
Senior Librarian, 
Agricultural Research corporation 
Prof. Osrr ·' Abdalla 
Dean, 
Shambat Faculty of Veterinary Science 
Dr. Hassan Fahrni Jumah 
Director General, 
Arab Organization for Agricultural Development 
Pr. A.R. Abou Akkada 
Director, Animal Production Division, 
Arab Organization for Agricultural Development 
Mr, Mohy El Din El Moghadam 
Head, Scientific Documentation Centre, 
Arab Organization for Agricultural Development 
Mr. Izz El Din Mamoun 
Librarian, 




This catalogue has four parts: a bibliographic list, 
subject index, author index and corporate author index. It is 
arranged according to AGRIS subject categories and microfiche 
identification numbers. Author entries in the catalogue, as 
well as in the author index, are arranged according to family 
names for European authors. In case of Sudanese or Arab names 
the last part of the name is considered as the main entry irres-
\_,,; pective of its being a family name or otherwise: e.g. Ali Ahmed 
Mohairuned is entered as Mohammed, A.A., and Ali El Khidir Kambal 
is entered under Kambal, A.E. Alpha-numeric codes in the 
subject, author and corporate author indexes refer to AGRIS 
classification codes and microfiche identification numbers. 
Each documentary item is given the following sequence of 
data elements. 
1. AGRIS classification code 
2. Identification number 
3. Author 
4. Corporate entry 
5. Title 
6. Serial title 
7. Jmprint 
- A code used for classifying 
documents according to their 
subject contents. 
A microfiche identification 
number assigned by ILCA library. 
- The names of all personal 
authors contributing to the 
entry. 
- Name and locati'on of the organ-
ization responsible for the 
intellectual or technical content 
of the document. 
- Title of document. 
- Journal, bulletin or report 
titles of documents. 
- Place of publication, name of 







- Physical· extent of work, including 
volume number, issue number, and 
pagination. 
- Any additional information 
pertinent to the document de-
scribed, e.g. tables, maps, fig., 
ref. 
- Keywords defining the main 
concepts discussed in the 
document and also used for 
generating subject indexes. 
A typical entry with complete bibliograpnic description 
is illustrated below. 
1 --- !EQ:~.!2§2~------- 2 • 
3 Abdalla, Z.M. 
4 Khartoum Univ. (Sudan). Dept. of Rural Economy 
5 Marketing of livestock in the Sudan 
6---~ Research Bulletin - Department of Rural Economy 
7-
1
8. (Sudan), 1974, 134 p., numerous tables, 10 graphs, 
. + 1' 
9. • 1 map ; 46 ref. 
10 • /TECHNICAL PAPER/ /SUDAN/ /MARKETING/ /LIVESTOCK/ 
The following excerpts show how a keyword, an author and 
a corporate author of the documentary unit appear in the subject, 
author and corporate author indexes respectively. In each case, 
only the AGRIS code, the microfiche identification number and the 
title of the document are given, leaving the reader to refer to 
the bibliographic list for further information. For the above 
typical entry, there are thus three alternative methods of 
retrieving it: 1) using the keyword /MARKETING/, 2) using the 
author, Abdalla, Z.M. and 3) using the corporate author, Khartoum 
Univ. (Sudan)•. Dept. of Rural Economy. The code E70-21567 will 
refer the reader to part I of the catalogue for detailed 
bibliographic description. 
L 
l . ./ 
(v) 
A Keyword in the Subject Index 
MARKET STUDY 
E70-21568 - Etude du marche des aliments composes. 
MARKETING 
E70-21466 - The economic and technical feasibili·ty for 
meat production in the Democratic Republic 
of the Sudan, Part I. 
El0-21569 - Sudan agricultural sector survey. Volume III. 
Annexes 5-9. 
El0-21567 - Marketing of livestock in the Sudan 
L00-21316 The production and marketing of milk in 
Khartoum Province: an economic study of 
traditional and modern methods. 
MASTITIS 
L73-21449 - The prevalence of mastitis in dairy cows 
and its economic implications. 
MAURITANIA 
L00-21417 - Production and marketing of livestock in 
Mauritania. 
An Author in the Author rndex 
Abboud, S.M.A. 
F22-21319 - The relation between available and extractable 
phosphorous in some soils of the central clay 
plain of the Sudan. 
Abdalla, A.M. 
Nl0-21546 - Feedlot design. under Sudan climatic conditions. 
Abdalla, Z,M. 
E70-21338 - Export and export possibilities of livestock 
in the Sudan. 
E70-21402 - Estimates of price elasticities at the whole-
sale level for cattle and sheep in Sudan 
(1974-66). 
E70-21556 - Market structure of livestock in the Sudan. 
(vi) 
Abdalla, Z.M. (cont.) 
E70-21567 Marketing of livestock in the Sudan. 
L00-21387 - A study of a failure - Kosti Meat Factory 
(1952-1957). 
L00-21389 - Projection of beef and mutton production and 
economic consumption in Sudan for 1975. 
Abdel..:Aal, R.M. 
F24-21463 - Soils of the eastern region of Libya. 
~ ~~rporate Author in the Corporate Author Index 
Khartoum Univ. (Sudan). Dept. of Geology 
F40-21369 - Report of arid zone research in the University 
of Khartoum, ending July 1962. 
Khartoum Univ. (Sudan). Dept. of Physiology and Biochemistry 
L30-21324 - Some biochemical aspects of dehydration in 
camels, desert goats and desert sheep. 
L50-21321 - Studies on lipid metabolism in the camel 
(Camelus dromedarius). 
Kh"a:rtoum Univ, (Sudan). Dept. of Rural Economy 
El0-21331- Socio-economic aspects of farming in the Nuba 
mountains of western Sudan. 
E70-21338 - Export and export possibilities of livestock 
in the Sudan. 
·E70-21567 
L00-21316 
Marketing of livestock in the Sudan. 
The production and marketing of milk in 
Khartoum prov·ince: an economic study of 




AGRIS SUBJECT CATEGORIES 
AOO - AGRICULTURE - general 
A50 - Research .............................•.........•. 1 
EOO - ECONOMICS. DEVELOPMENT AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
El 0 Economics ........................................ 1 
El5 Farm organization and management .••....•.•..••..• 5 
E30 - Development aims, policies and programmes ........ 6 
ESQ - Rural sociology .................................. 8 
E70 ~Distribution and marketing ...................... 10 
FOO - PLANT PRODUCTION 13 
FlO - Meteorology and climatology ............•........ 14 
F21 - Soil biology ·················•11•··-··············16 
F22 - Soil chemistry and physics .............•.•..•... 16 
F24 - Soil surveying and mapping ...•.......•...•...... 16 
F25 - Soil fertility; fertilizers .........•.•.•••••... 16 
F27 - Soil cultivation and cropping systems .......•... 17 
F40 - Plant ecology ....•.••......•.•.•......••••..•... 17 
F60 - Plant physiology and biochemistry ••.•.....•.•••• 19· 
HOO - PROTECTION OF PLANTS AND STORED PRODUCTS 
H 1 0 - Pests of p 1 ants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19 
H60 - Weeds' •••tt••····························-·,••fl•O•l9 
L-· LOO - ANIMAL PRODUCTION l9 
LOS - Animal science , .. , .. , ............................. 30 . 
LIO - Animal breeding ..•...•.••••.••.•.•.••.••••••.•.• 31 
L20 - Animal ecology ........... ,,. ..............•.... ". _34 
L30 - Animal nutrition ..•...••••...•••.•.•.•.•••.•.••• 34 
L32 - Feed processing ...•.••.••••••••.•.•.•.•••..•.. ~ •• 38 
L34 - Feed microbiology and toxicology •••......••••••• 39 
L36 - Feed composition .....•.••••••.••..•.••••••..•••• 39 
L50 - Animal physiology and biochemistry .•.•..••.••• ,.39 
L70 - Veterinary science and hygiene •••••.•••••.•••••• 40 
L72 - Pests of animals ....••.•.••• : • •••.•••••....•••.. 51 
L73 Animal diseases ...•....•.•..•.••••.••••••••••••• 55 
L74 - Miscellaneous disorders of animals ••.•••.••••••• 61 
NOO - MACHINERY AND BUILDINGS 
I - ... u! ~ .r \ 
\ v .J.. .J.. .J.. J 
NlO - Agricultural engineering, structure and equipment .•... 63 
POO - NATURAL RESOURCES 
P20 - Land resources ........................... "·"'·············n4 
QOO - FOOD SCIENCE 
QlO J:t.,ood processing •.............•.... " ..................... 66 
Q20 ~Food microbiology and toxicology ...................... 67 
SOO - HUMAN NUTRITION 
SlO - Food composition ...................................... 68 
UOO - AUXILIARY DISCIPLINES 














International Information Systems for the Agricultural 
Sciences and Technology 
Economic Commission for Western Asia 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
International Development Research Centre 
International Livestock Centre for Africa 
United Nations Development Programme 
United Nations Environmental Programme 
no date 












Sudan. Ministry of Agriculture. Agricultural Research Committee 
Minutes of tha 10th. ~eating held at the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Khartou~ on 30th. March 1954. 
Miscellaneous Paper (Sudan), 10u ~eating of the Agricultural Research 
Committee, Khartoum, 30 Mar 1954a 
1954, no. 72, 1 Op. 
/MEETING REPORT//SUDAN//AGRICULTURE//RESEARCH/ 
E10-21250 
South Africa. Department of A~riculture. Division of Economics and 
Markets 
Agro-economic survey of the Union v. (Extensive Cattle farming areas). 
Bulletin - Jepartment of Agricultura, Division of Economics and Markets 
(South Africa), s.d., no. 325, 93p., numerous tables, fig., graphs 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//SOUTH AFRICA REP//AGRICULTURAL SU~VEY//AG~ICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS//LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY//CATTLE/ 
E10-21287 
Doxiadis Associates, Athens (Greece); Doxiadis Ionides Associates ltd., 
London CUK) 
Land and water use survey in Kordofan Province of the Republic of the 
Sudan. 
Bulletin - Doxiadis Associates (Greece), Oct 1964, no. 71, ?p.r 13 
fig., 3 maps 





Khartoum Univ. (Sudan). Cept. of Rural Economy 
Socio-economic aspects of farming in the Nuba mountains of Westarn Sudan. 
Research Bulletin - Khartoum University, Department of Rural Economy 
(Sudan), Jan 1972, 67p., 29 tables 
/MONOGRAPH//SUDAN//NUSA MOUNTAINS//aGRICULTURAL ECONOMY//FARMIN~/ 
E10-21371 
Abdel-Magidr E. 
Sudan. Ministry ~f Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources 
Ran9e reconnaissance survey of Sabanousa area of South West Kordofana 
Erkawit Conference, s.l., s.d •• 
1973, 29p., 17 tables; 9 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUOAN//KO~OOFAN//BABANOUSA//RECONNAISSANCE 




Agricultural survey of Nuba Mountains, 1939. 
Khartoum, McCorquodale & Co., s.d., 76p. 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//SUDAN//NUBA MOUNTAINS//AGRICULTURAL SURVEY/ 
E10-21413 
Bayoumi 
Problem~ of land use. 




Sudan. Department of Agriculture. Agricultural Economics Division 
land reform and associated rural institutions in the Republic of the 
Sudan. Prepared in connexion with the 1962 questionnaire on land 
reform conducted by the United Nations Organization. 
Jun 1961, 139p., 47 refa 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//SUOAN//LANO REFOR~/ 
E10-21426 
Sudan. Regional Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation, forestry and 
Animal Production, Southern Region 
Agricultural development programme in the Southern region of the Sudan 
1975176-1976/77. 
l_J Apr 19741 64p. 
/REPORT//SUDAN//AGRICULTURAL OEVELOPMeNT//CEVELOPMENT PROJECT/ 
E10-21429 
ECWA, Beirut (Lebanon). Joint ECWA/FAO Agricul~ure Division 
Food Security in Gulf States. 1u Oman. 
Sep 1979, 53p., 21 tables; E-ECWA-AGRI-79-8--Rev. 1 
/REPORT//OMAN//FOOO SUPPLY//AGRICULTURAL POLICY/ 
2 
E10-21431 
Lebon, J.H.G. '(ed.) 
Philosophical Society of the Sudan, Khartou~ 
Proceedings of the ninth annual conference on the theme of surveying 
tor development in Sudan. 
3 
9. Annual Conference on the Tne~e of Surveying for Development, Khartoum, 
12-13 Jan 1961. 
Oct 1963, 137p., 1 tabla, 5 fig., 15 maps; numerous ref. 
/MEETIN~ REPORT//SUDAN//SURVEYING//LANO O~VELOPMENT/ 
E10-214·33 
Sudan. National Planning Commission. Agricultural Saction 
Sum~aries of major projects proposed for agricultural development.Issue 
no. 1 • 
~} Jan 1975, 30p. 
/MONOGRAPH//SUOAN//DEVELOPMENT PROJECT//AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT/ 
E10-21443 
Ali, K.T. 
Basic agricultural development programme and agricultural potential of 
Sudan. 
Food for the world - International Symposium on World Food Crisis, 
Khartoum, 1-5 Feb 1975. 
Feb 19751 8pa 
/~EETING PAPER//SUOAN//DEVELOPMENT PROJECT//AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT/ 
E10-21462 
l • ECWA1 Beirut (Lebanon). Joint ECWA/FAO Agriculture Division ........... 
PlanninJ and analysis of a~ricultural enterprises and farm 
organizations. (Subregional study: Iraq, Jordan, and Syria). 
Nov 1978, 94p., 48 tables, 6 fig. 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//IRAQ//JOROAN//SYRIA//ECONOMIC 
ANALYSIS//PLANNING//AGRICULTURAL INOUSTRY//FARM ENTERPRISE/ 
E10-21466 
Arab Organization for Agricultural Development, Khartoum (Sudan) 
The economic and technical feasibility for meat production in the 
Democratic Republic of the Sudano Part !. 
Jun 1974, 322p., numerous tables, 11 g~aphs, 4 maps 
/TECH~ICAL PAPER//SUDAN//FEASIB!LITV STUOY//ECONOMIC ANALYSIS//MEAT 
PRODUCTION//MARKETING//FOOO OEMANO//lIVESTOCK//MEAT/ 
E10-21467 
Arab Organization for Agricultural Development, Khartoum (Sudan) 
The economic and technical feasibility for meat production in the 
03mocratic ~epublic of the Sudan. Part II. 
Jun 19741 201p., numerous tables 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//SUOAN//FEASIBILITY STUDY//D~VELOPMENT 
PROJECT//?ROJECT ANALYSIS//COST AND RETURN//ECONO~IC ANALYSIS//MEAT 
PRODUCTION//LIVESTOCK//MEAT/ 
E10-214.71 
FA01 Ro~e (Italy). Country Perspective Study Team 
Perspective study of agricultural development for Democratic Republic 
of the Sudan. Central policy paper. 
, ·Apr 1973, 69p., 19 tablas, 1 map; ESP-PS-SU0--73-1 
J 
/REPORT//SUOAN//AGRICULTU~AL POLICY//AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT/ 
E10-21501 
Moir, T.RoG .. 
Philosophical Society of the Sudan, Khartoum 
Some aspects of agricultural development in the Sudan. 
1953 Conference of the Philosophical Society of the Sudan on Food and 
Society in the Sudan, Khartoum, 1953. 
1954, 32p.; 1 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUDAN//AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT/ 
E10-21502 
Sudan. Ministry of Finance 
Section, Economic Branch 
Economic survey 1960. 
May 1961, 96p., 26 tables, 
and Economics. Research and Statistical 
7 graphs 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//ECONOMIC SURVEY/ 
E10-21510 
4 
Tunisia. Ministere de !'Agriculture. Direction de la Production Agricole; 
Arab Organization for Agricultural Development, Khartoum (Sudan) 
Projet de mise en valeur agricole du Gouvernorat de Sidi Bouzid. Annexe 
I.- Milieu physique.- Milieu humain et institutions.-
Commercialisation et prix. 
s.d., 32p~, 10 tables; 5 ref. 




;Tunisie. Ministare de l'Agriculture. Direction de la Production Agricole• 
' ' Arab Organization for Agricultural Development, Khartoum (Sudan) 
Projet de developpoment agricole dans le Gouvernorat de Sidi Bouzidq 
Actions pilotes. Annexes. 
Jul 1978, vp., numerous tables 




I3RO, Washington, D.C. (USA). Eastern Africa Region 
Sudan agricultural sector survey. Volume III: Annexes 5-9. 
May 1979, 150p., 36 tablesi no 1836a-SU 
' 





Sudan Gezira Board. Social Development Qepartment 
A note on tne village f3rmin9 experiment. 
s.d., Sp. 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//SUOAN//GEZIRA//WAO ELNAlM//FA~MING SYSTEM/ 
E15-21564 
National Council for Research, Khartoum (Sudan). Agricultural Research 
L ·Council 
~ technical and economic feasibility study of livestock integration in 
the Rahad Agricultural Project. 
May 1975, 254p., 45 tables, 4 maps 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//SUOAN//RAHAO//OEVELOPMENT PROJECT//MIXEO 
FARMING//ANIMAL PROOUCTION//CASH CROP//LIVESTOCK/ 
E30-21279 
Basinski, J.J. 
Sudan. Ministry of Agriculture 
Agricultural alternatives (for the Jonglei area). 
1954, p. 575-618, 9 tables; 6 ref. 
/REPRINT//SUOAN//JONGLEI//DEVELOPMENT PROJECT//AGRICULTURAL 




FAQ, Rome (Italy) 
Development project of the food Research Centre, the Sudan. The 
establishment of a Meat Technology Section at the Food Research Centre. 
Technical Report (FAQ), 1Q7), no. 2, 16p. 
/TECHNICAL REPORT//SUOAN//S~A~SAT//OEVELOPMENT PROJECT//MEAT INDUSTRY/ 
E30-21416 _______ .__ 
Sudan. ~inistry of Agriculture, Food and Natural Re~ources. Planning 
Administration 
Six years development plan agricultural sector 1977/78-1982/83. 
, ~.d., 48p., 13 taoles 
~! 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//SUCAN//AGRICULTUR~L oev=LOPMENT//DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN// AGRICULTURE/ 
E30-21 . .:8 
Animal Production R9search ~dministration, Khartoum (Sudan); Ministry 
of Overseas Development, London (UK); Durham UnivG (UK). Centre of 
Middle Eastern and Isla~ic Studies 
Project: Animal Production qesearch Administration of the Sudan in 
association with Overseas Development Ministry of the UK and Durham 
University, Centre of Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies. Bulletin no 
1 to 7. July 1975-April 1977a 
s.d., vp. 
/PROJECT REPORT//SUOAN//D~V~LOPMENT PROJECT//ANIMAL PROOUCTIO~/ 
l_)E30-21438 
Stino, K. Pa 
Arab Organization for A1ricultural Development, Khartoum (Sudan) 
lhe world food problem. What after Rome ? 
Food for the World - International Symposium on World Food Crisis, 
Khartoum, 1-5 Feb 1975. 
Jan 1975, 7 P• 
/MEETING PAPER//FOOO SHORTAGE//~ooo POLICY/ 
E30-21439 
Aquino, f., 
Speech of Francisco A~uino. 
Food for the World - International Symposium on World Food Crisis, 
Khartoum, 1-5 Feb 1975. 
Feb 1975, 6p. 







Food for tha World - International Symposium on World Food Crisis, 
Khartoum, 1-5 Fab 1975. 
1975, 2p. 
/MEETING PAPER//DEVELOPING COUNTRY//ECONO~IC DEVELOPMENT/ 
E30-21441 
Bucha, M.K.B. 
Statement by Malik Khuda 3akhsh Bucha, Special Assist3nt to the Prime 
Minister of Pakistan for Agriculture. 
Food for the World - International Symposium on World Food Crisis, 
Khartoum, 1-5 Feb 1975. 
Feb 1975, 9p. 
/MEETING PAPER//D~VELOPING COUNTRY//FOOD SHORTAGE//FOOD PRODUCTION/ 
E30-21442 
Shawki, MoK~ 
The world food problem from the angle of developing nations. 
Food for th9 World - International Symposium on World Food Crisis, 
Khartou~, 1-5 Feb 1975. 
Feb 1975, 7p. 
/MEETING PAPER//OEVELOPING COUNTRY//FOOO SHORTAGE/ 
E30-21506 
7 
Tunisia. Ministera de l'Agriculture. Direction de la Production Agricole; 
Arab Organization for Agricultural Development, Khartoum (Sudan) 
Projet de misa en valeur agricole du Gouvernorat de Sidi Bouzid. Annexe 
III. Perimetras irrigues. 
s.d., 47pe, numerous tables, 3 fig.; 8 ref. 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//TUNISIA//SIDI BOUZID//OEVELOPMENT 
PROJECT//AG~ICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT//IR~IGATION//IRQIGABLE LAND// 
E30-21507 
Tunisie. Ministere de l'Agriculture. Direction de la Production Agricola; 
Arab Organization for Agricultural Development, Khartoum (Sudan) 
Projet de mise an valeur agricole du Gouvernorat de Sidi Bouzid. Annexe 
II. Arboriculture. 
s.d., 59pD, 22 tables, 5 maps 




Tunisie. ~inistere de l'Agriculture. Direction de la Production Agricole; 
Arab Organization for Agricultural Development, Khartoum (Sudan) 
Projet de dev3loppement agricole dans la Gouvernorat de Sidi gouzid. 
Actions pilotes. Rapport general. 
Jul 1978, 37p., 31 tables 




The nomads of the Sudan and their livestock in the 20th century. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry. Speci3l issue, 
2. Veterinary Conference, Khartoum, 17-19 Dec 1965. 
1 : Nov 1966, v. 7(2), p. 13-25 ..._,,.., 
/MEETING PAPER//SUDAN//~O~AD//LIVESTOCK/ 
ESO- _ 1 370 
Saeed, A.B.M. 
The savanna belt of the Sudan: a case study. 
Khartoum, National Council for Research, 1971, 18p., 2 maps; 7 ref. 
/TECHNICAL PA?ER//SUDAN//SAVA~NA/MESS=RIYA TRI8E//AGROCLIMATOLOSY//LAND 
USE//WATER USE//OVERGRAlING//ANIMAL POPULATION/ 
ES0-21374 
Ahmed, A.M. (ed.) 
Some aspects of pastoral nomadism in the Sudan. 
Khartoum, Sudan National Population Committee and The Economic and 




El-Oarouti, B .. A. 
Arab Planning Institute (Kuwait); Arab Organization for Agricultural 
Development, Khartoum (Sudan) 
Rural Development in the Sudan. 
Khartoum, Apr 1978. 
Expert Group Meeting on Rural Development for the least Developed Arab 
Countries, Apr 1978, 19p. 




Integrated rural development: a Kenyan case study~ 
Exp9rt Group Meeting and Course on Rural Development tor the Least 
Developed Arab Countries, 1977-79, Khartoum, 17 Apr - 4 May 1973. 
1978, 44p. 
/MEETING PAPER//K~NYA//~ULTIOISGIPLINARY APPROAGH//RURAL DEVELOPMENT/ 
ES0-21459 
Arab Planning Institute (Kuwait); Arab Or~anization for Agricultural 
Development, Khartoum (Sud~n) 
Some basic issues in planning for rural development. (A summary of 
three documents issued by U.N. Asian Development Instituta). 
Expert Group ~eating and Course on Rur~l Development for the Least 
Developed Arab Countries, 1977-78, Khartoum, 17 Apr - 4 ~ay 1978. 
Feb 1978, 16p. 




Some aspects of integra·ted rural development. 
Expert Group M9eting and Course on Rural Development for the Least 
Developed Arab Countries, 1977-78, Khartoum, 17 Apr - 4 May 1978. 
Jan 1978, 36p. 




Rural development in the least developed Arab countries: th~ problem 
and its setting. 
Expert Group Meating and Course on Rural Development for the Least 
Developed Arab Countries, 1977-78, Khartoum, 17 Apr - 4 May 1978. 
1978, 45p., 7 tables 
/MEETING PAPER//OEVELOPING COUNTRY//ARA~ COUNTRY//RUR~l DEVELOPMENT/ 
E?0-21232 
Hassaballa, E.R.O. 
Wildlif o contribution to meat supply. 
8. Veterinary Conference on livestock Production Develo~ment in the SudanJ 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
1977, p. 142-145 
/MEETING PAPER//SUOAN//FOOO SUPPLY//MEAT//WILD ANIMAL//wILDLI~E/ 
--- - 1---
' ' ....._,... 
1 0 
E?0-21238 
Ateeg, A.; Hakimi Y. 
Development of livestock mark*tin~ in the Sudan. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Jevelopment in the Sudan 1 
Khartoum, 22-?.6 Apr 1977. 
19?7, p. 169-173, 4 tables 
/MEETING PAPER//SUCAN//~AQKETING//L!VESTOCK/ 
E?0-21260 
Imperial Agricultural Buraauxr Aberystw1th (UK). Imperial Bureau of 
Pastures and Forage Crops 
The provision of animal fodder in tropical and subtropical countries. 
Bulletin - Imperial Buraa~ of Pastures and Forage Crops (UK), Aug 1Q44r 
no. 31, 84p., 4 tables, 4 graphs; 23 ref. 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//TROPICAL ZONE//SU3TROPICAL ZONE//FEEO SUPPLY//FODOER/ 
E?0-212 85 
Mutalib1 A.A.; Gaafar, Ao; Abdul-Rah~anr I.; Zein1 A. 
Khartou~ Univa (Sudan). Faculty of Agriculture 
Statistical information on import and export of agricultural and 
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Production animales. 
Etude Agroeconomiques (~aroc), Aug 19781 231p., 22 tablas, 24 graphs 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//MOROCCO//lIVESTOCK INOUSTRY//ANIMAL 




Arab Organization for A~ricultural Jevelopmant, Khartoum (Sudan) 
Feasibility study of the establishment of a modern dairy farm in 
Democratic Republic of Somalia. 
Aug 19731 151p., numerous tables, graphs; no. 105-1978 
I , 




Arab Organization for A~ricultural Development, Khartou~ (Sudan) 
Rational development of livestock sector in Democratic Repujlic of 
Somalia. 
Sep 1978, 271p., 41 tables, S fig., 1 map 
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/TECHNICAL REPO~T//SOMALIA//AGR!CULTURAL OEVELOPMENT//LIVeSTOCK INCUSTRY/ 
L00-21470 
Restricted 
Arab Organization for Agricultural Development, Khartoum (Sudan) 
Poultry de~elopment in Oe~ocratic Republic of Somalia. Sector review 
and feasibility studya 




FAQ, Rome (Italy) 
Near East Regional Animal Produ~tion and Health Project. 
May 1975, 37p., 4 tables 
/PROJECT REPORT//MIOOLE EAST//OEVELOPMENT PROJECT//ANIMAL 
PRODUCTION//ANIMAL HEALTH/ 
L00-21499 
Hassan, Y.~.; Iorahim, A~E.; Mustafa, A.A. (eds.) 
Sudan Veterinary Association, Khartoum 
Proceedings of the 3rd. Veterinary Conf erGnce. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry. Supplement, 
30 
3. Veterinary Conference of the Sudan Veterinary Association, Khartoum, 
S-7 Jan 1963 .. 
Mar 1968, v. 9(1), 327p., numerous tables, 2 maps; various ref. 
/MEETING REPORT//SUOAN//LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY//ANIMAL RESOURCE//ANIM~L 
DISEASE//OISEASE CONTROL//ANI~AL NUTRITION//ANIMAL 
P~OOUCTION//LIV~STOCK/ 
L00-21503 
Arab Authority for Agricultural Investment and Development, Khartou~ 
(Sudan) 
Proposals for a dairy production and processing project in Gezira 
province, Sudan. 
Jun 1979, 70p., 4 figm 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//SUDAN//GEZIRA//DEVELOPMENT ~ROJECT//DAIRY 
INDUSTRY//MILK PRODUCTION/ 
L00-21549 
Atabani1 Y.I.; Munawar, M.V.; El-Mubashar, M.~a 
Meat industry in the Sudan: Present status and prospects, outlook for 
private sector. 
7. Sudan Veterinary Assocation Conference on Meat Industry in the 
Sudan: Present Status and Prospects, Khartoum, 14-17 Feb 1975. 
19751 10p., 6 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUDAN//ANIMAL POPULATION//ANIMAL PRODUCTION//MEAT 
INDUSTRY/IL IV ESTOCK/ 
L00-21551 
El-H~g, N.M.; Hassan, O.E.M. 
Poultry meat production in the SudanD 
7o Sudan Veterinary Association Conference on Meat Industry in the 
Sudan; Present Status and Prospects, Khartoum, 14-17 Feb 1975. 
1975, 8p., 3 tablas 
/MEETING PAPER//SUDAN//MEAT PROOUCTION//POULTRY MEAT/ 
- I -
,· ' 
l ' .....__,, 
L00-21565 
Sudan. Ministry of Planning 
Livestock sector reviaw and project identification. Volume III. 
Appendices. 
Apr 1972, 237pa, 88 tables 






The place of science and technology in development of animal ~ealth~ 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Sciance and Animal Husbandry. Special issue, 
2. Veterinary Conference, Khartoum, 17-19 Dec 1965. 
Nov 1966, v. 7(2), p. 76.84, 7 ref 




Investigation report on bull no. 212 brass. 
8. Veterinary Conferenc~ on Livestock Production Development in tha Sudan 
, Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977a 
1977, P• 112-115 
/MEETING PAPER//ANIMAL PERFORMANCE//FERTILITY//8ULL/ 
L10-21229 
Ahmed, M .. A. 
Artificial insemination in the Sudan. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production De~elooment in the Sudan, 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
1977, p. 116-123, 5 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUDAN//ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION/ 
l10-21248 
Weight, N.C. 
Ceylon. Ministry of Agricultur~ 
Report on the development of cattle breading and milk production in 
Ceylon. 
Sessional Papar (Ceylon), 1946, no. 20, 44pc, 6 graphs, 2 maps 
/TECHNICAL ?APER//CEYLON//ANIMAL SREEDING//~ILK PROOUCTIO~//CATTLE/ 
L10-21254 _______ ....,_ 
Gillain, G. 
Institut National pour l'Etude Agronomique du Congo Belge, Brussels 
(Belgium) 
Contribution a l'etude des races bovines indigenes au Congo Salge~ 
Serie Technique - INEAC (Belgium), 1938, no. 18, 33p., 19 graphs, 10 
plates; 14 ref. 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//ZAiqE//ANIMAL PERfOqMANCE//ANIMAL 
BREEDING//INOIGENOUS BREED//CATTLE 8REEO//CATTLE/ 
L10-21257 
forhman, M.H.; McDowell, RaE.; Lee, D~H.E. 
Department of Agriculture, Washington O.C. (USA). Bureau of Dairy 
Industry 
Progress report of the qed Sind~i crossbreeding experiment at 
Beltsville, MD •• 
Sep 1953, ?pa, 3 tablas, 2 fig. 
/PROGRESS REPORT//USA//CROSSB~E~DING//ANIMAL PERFORMANCE/IRED SINDHI 
CATTLE/ 
L10-21265 
Mohmoud, I.N .. 
Fouad I Univ., Cairo (Egypt). 09pt. of Animal Breeding 
Some characteristics of the semen of Egyptian buffaloes. 
Bulletin - Fouad I University, Department of Animal Breeding (Egypt), 
1952, no. 15, 13p., 3 fig.; 21 refe 
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/TECHNICAL PAPER//EGYPT//SEMEN//ANIMAL MORPHOLOGY//SPERMATOZOA//BUFFALO/ 
L10-21268 
Bisschop, H.Ro 
Kenya, Colony and Protectorate ~f 
The improvement of livestock in Kenya. Broadcast talks and report on 
his visit to Kenya, March 1943. 




Sudan. Ministry of Agriculture. Gezira Research farm 
A breeding programme for the Gezira Research Farm. 
Miscellaneous Paper (Sudan), Apr 1955, no 77, 9p. 




University College of North Wales, 3angor (UK). Dept. of Siochemistry 
and Soil Science 
Studies on some aspects of biochemical polymorphism in sheep. 




Animal breeding in the Sudan. 
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Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry. Special issue, 
2. Veterinary Conference, Khartoum, 17-19 Dec 1965. 
Nov 1966, v. 7(2), Ps 1J2-115, 27 ref. 
\_I /MEtTING PAPER//SUOAN//ANIMAL eqEEOING//LIVESTOCK/ 
L10-21328 
Abdu, H.O.A. 
Khartoum Univ. (Sudan)s Faculty of Veterinary Science 
Some production traits of Sudan indigenous sheep under Shambat 
University farm condition. 





Brands used by the chief camel-owning tribes of Kordofan. (A supplement 
to the tribes of Northern and Central Kordofan). 
London, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1913, 57p., 17 plates - Cambridge 
Archaeological and Ethnological Series (UK) 
/MONOGRAPH//SUDAN//KORDOFAN//ANI~AL TAXONOHY//CAMEL BREEO//CAMEL/ 
L10-21409 
Desai, D.K. 
Poultry improvement and development in the Sudan. 
El-6aittar (Sudan), Sep 1959, v. 2C1), p. 29-31 
/ARTICLE//SUOAN//ANIMAL BREEDING//POULTRY/ 
L10-21419 
Kerbaa, A .. 
Contribution de la recharche zootechnique au developpemant des 
productions ovins en Algerie. 
Regional Workshop for Sheap and Forage Improvement, Beirut, 11-14 Feb 
1974. 
Feb 19741 Sp., 3 tables 
/MEETING PAPER//ALG=RIA//ANIMAL BREEDING//ANIMAL PRODUCTION//SHEEP/ 
L10-21498 
Hel3li, I.A.; Abdel-Hakei~, N.F*; Mohamed, A.~.; Mohamed, R.S. 
Al-Azhar Univ., Cairo <=gypt). Faculty of Agriculture 
·34 
Sexual maturity of different breeds of female sheep and their crosses. 
Al-Azhar Agricultural Research Bulletin (Egypt), Jun 19301 no. 241 17p., 
4 tables, 1 graph; 17 ref. 




Khartoum Univ. (Sudan). Faculty of Agriculture 
The effect of shade on feed utilization by the desert sheep during su~mer. 
Jun 1980, 101p., 8 tablas, 2 figa; numerous ref. 
/TH=SIS//SUOAN//A~IMAL SHELTER//FEEO INTAKE//DESERT SUDANESE 
SHEEP//SHEEP/ 
L30-21220 
(_: wyk, H.P.D. van; Verbeel<, W.A.; Oosthuizen, S .. A. 
South Africa~ Department of Agriculture 
The nutritive value of groundnut hay. Results of research carried out 
at the Potchefstroo~ College of Agriculture. 
Bulletin - Department of Agriculture (South Africa), s~d., no. 317, 20p., 
18 tables, 7 plates; 5 ref. 






Ahmed, M • .\. 
Investigations on the NH3 ral~ase from different non protein 
nitrogenous products (NPN) in the rumen of dairy cows. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Produc1ion Development in the Sudan~ 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
1977, p. 99-1111 2 tablas; 12 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//FEEDING CONCENT~ATE//NUTRITIVE 
VALUE//AMMONIA//NONPROTEIN NITROG~N//FEED RATION//RUMEN//DAIRY CATTLE/ 
L30-21Z67 
Ross, J.C.; Bos~an, A.M.; Wyk, L.P. van 
Pretoria Univ. (South Africa). Faculty of Agriculture 
Digestibility of teff hay, ~aiz~ oil cake and lucerne hay for cattla. A 
report on digestion trials conducted at the University of Pretoria. 
Bulletin - University of Pr~toria, Faculty of Agriculture (South Africa>, 
19311 no. 20, 23pa, 24 tables, 4 fi9.; 6 ref. 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//SOUTH AfRIC~ 
REP//PRcTORIA//OIGESTIBILITY//TEFF//HAY//ZEA MAYS//OIL CAKE//MEOICAGO 
SATIVA//CATTLE/ 
L30-212o9 
Bonsma, J .. C .. 
South Africa. Department of A~riculture 
The feeding of farm animals. 1. Dairy cattle. 
Agricultural Education and Research Series (South Africa), 1947, no. 51, 
26p., 10 tab~es, 14 plates - Reprinted from Farming in South Africa, 
1947, v. 22(253). 
/REPRINT//SOUTH A~RICA REP//ANIMAL NUTRITION//OAIRY CATTLE//COW/ 
L30-21272 
Prescott, J.R. 
Sultanic Agricultural Society, Cairo (Egypt) 
The Digestibility of berseem CTrifolium alexandrinium). 
Bulletin - Sultanic Agricultural Society (Egypt), 1920, no. 5, 10p., 11 
tables; 3 ref 




Dafaalla1 B.F.M .. 
Aberdeen Univ. (UK). Dept. of Physi-:1logy 
The effects of the physical form of hay on digestion and retention time 
in sheep .. 





Pap l. ti, A. 
Khartoum Univ. (Sudan) .. Faculty of l\griculture 
Studias on protein quality of grain legumes grown in tha Sudan. 
''--'· M a y 1 9 7 0, 11 9 p. , 4 tab l es, 1 4 p l a t e s ; 8 4 ref • 
/THcSIS//SUDAN//F=Eo COMPOSITION//PROTEIN QUALITY//GR~IN LEGUME/ 
L30-21323 
Mustafa, 0 ... "1.::i. 
Khartoum Univ. (Sudan). Faculty of Veterinary Science 
Effect of feeding diets low in protein and/or energy and subsequent 
refeeding on ~iveweight gro~th and body composition of lambs .. 
Apr 1980, 133p., 22 tables, 2 graphs, 2 plates; numerous ref. 
/THESIS//SUOAN//ANIMAL PERFOR~ANCE//FEEO GRASS//LAMB//SHEEP/ 
L30-21324 
Mousa, H.M. 
Khartoum Univa (Sudan}. Dept. of Physiology and Biochemistry 
Some biochemical aspects of dehydration in camels, desert goats and 
desert sheep .. 
Nov 1978, 106p., 21 tables, 8 graphs, 4 plates; numerous ref. 
/THESIS//SUDAN//B!OCHEMISTRY//DEHYORATION//CAMEL//GOAT//SHEEP/ 
L30-21329 
Mukhtar, A.M .. 
Ioma State Univ. of Science and Technology, Ames (USA). Dept. of Animal 
Sci9nce 
Some interrelationships between vitamin E end vitamin A in the 
nutrition of ruminantse 
1966, 104pa, 25 tables; numerous ref. 





UK. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries 
The composition and nutritive value of feeding stuffs. 
Bulletin - Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (UK), 1946, no. 124, 
24p., chiefly tables 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//UX//NUTRITIVE VALUE//FEEO COMPOSITION//FEEO/ 
LJ0-21368 
Hassan; OaE."1. 
National Council for Research, ~hartoum (Sudan) 
The utilization of non-conventional sources for animal nutrition. 
1. National Food and Nutrition Se~inar, Khartoum, Mar 1972. 
1973, p. 40-45, 5 tables; 9 ref. 
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RESOURCE/ 
L30-21386 
Khattab, A.rl.; Karam-Alla, K.A. 
Amind acid composition of sorghum grain varieti~s. 
Sudan Journal of ~ood Sci~nce and Technology, Jan 1972, v. 4, P• 27-29, 
3 tables; 6 ref. 
/ARTICLE//SUDAN//FEED COMPOSITION//PROTEIN//A~INO ACID//SORGHU~//GRAIN/ 
L30-21338 
Yousif, Y.a.; Magboul, 3.Eaio · 
Nutritive values of Sudan foodstuffs. Part I. Sorghum vulgare (Dura). 
Sudan Journal of Food Science and Technology, Jan 1972, v. 4, p. 39-41, 
4 tables 
/ARTICLE//SUDAN//~UTRITIVE VALUE//FEEO//SORGUM VULGARE/ 
L30-21399 
Mukhtar, A.M. 
Plasma vitamin E and A values of cattle fad different kinds of rations. 
II. Addition of Selenium and unsaturated oils to finishing cattle 
rations •• 
Sudan Agricultural Journal, 1970, v. 5(1), p. 35-39, 5 tables; 7 ref. 
/ARTICLE//SUPPLEM~NTARY FEEOING//SELENIUM//9LOOD COMPOSITION//VITAMIN 
El/VITAMIN A//ANI~Al PE~FORMANCE//FEED RATION//CATTLE/ 
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L30-21404 
El-Hag, G .. A .. 
The effect of high-oil content on t~e nutritive value of oilseed cakes 
fad to ruminants. 
Sudan Agricultural Journal, 1974, v. 9, p. 81-87, 27 ref. 
/ARTICLE//SUOAN//NUTRIT!VE VALUE//OIL AND FAT//OILSeEO CAKE//~UMINANT/ 
L30-21427 
El-Shafie, A.s.; ~ukhtar, A.M.; Osman, A.H. 
Feedlot performance of Sudan Desert sheep: rate, afficiancy and economy 
of gain .. 
38 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Ani~al Husbandry, s.d., Va 9(1), 
p. 306-313, 4 tables; 8 ref. 
/ARTICLE//SUDAN//KUKU//FEEDLOT//ANIMAL PEQFOR~ANCE//FATTE~I~G//~EIGHT 
GAIN//FEEJ CONVERSION EFFICIENCY//FEED ~ATION//DESERT SUDANESE 
SHEEP// SHEEP/ 
L30-21464 
Badjej, M.Se; Dahman, To 
Tunisie. Ministere de l'Agriculture. Institut des Regions Aridas 
Compte rend~ d'un essai d'allaitement artificial d•agneaux barbarins 
CAllaitemant artificial). 
Cahier de 1 1 Institut des ~egions Arides (Tunisia), 1980, no. z, 11pm, 3 
tables, 2 graphs, 1 fi~. 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//ARIQ ZONE//TU~ISIA//MILK FEEDING//MILK 
POwOER//BABBA~Y SHEEP//LAMB/ 
L30-21497 
Halali, I.A.; Abdel-Hakeim1 N.F.; Mohamed, R.S. 
Al-Azhar Unive, Cairo (Egypt). Faculty of Agriculture 
Eff act of protein source in the diet on the performance of early-we~ned 
1 amb s. 
Al-Azhar Agricultural Research 3ulletin (Egypt), Jun 1980, no. z3, 23p., 
4 tables; 19 ref. 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//EGYPT//ANIMAL NUTRITION//PROT=IN//FEED RATI~N//ANIMAL 
PERFORMANCE//SHEEP//LAM8/ 
L30-21548 
Iskander, F .. D. 
Research in the field of range management (Dietary habits of herbivores). 
7. Sudan Veterinary Association Conference on Meat Industry in the 
Sudan: Present Status and Prospects, KhartouM1 14-17 Feb 1975. 
1975, 16p., 51 ref. 




Abdel-Rahim, A.G.; Ali, K.E. 
Metabolism of radioiodiad by the laying hen and the lactating goat-
7. Sudan Veterinary Association Conference on Meat Industry in tha 
Sudan: Pr3sent Status and Prospects, Khartoum, 14-17 Feb 1975. 
1975, 12p., 3 tables; 22 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//METABOLISM//RADIOIODIOE//IODI~E//LAYING HEN//G04T/ 
L30-21S66 
El-J<hidir, :1 .. 4 .. 
Khartoum Univ. (Sudan)Q Faculty of Veterinary Science 
A pilot study for the effects of improved nutrition on growth and 
sexual maturity of local type heifers. 
1977, 161p., 18 tables, 11 fig.; numerous ref. 
/THESIS//SUOAN//ANIMAL ~UTRITIO~//ANIMAL PERFORMANCE//GqQWTH//SEXUAL 
B5HAV!OUR//CALVING//PREGN~NCY//BUTANA CATTLE//KENANA CATTLE//~EIFER/ 
L32-21336 
Teik1 G.L. 
Malaysia. Department of Agriculture 
Fodders and feeding stuffs in Malaya. 
39 
Department of Agriculture, Scientific Series (Malaysia), Feb 1951, no. 24, 
83p., numerous tables 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//MALAYSIA//FEED RESOURCE//FORAGE/ 
L32-21472 
Farid, M.F.A. 
Arab Centre for the Studies of Arid Zones and Ory Lands, Damascus 
(Syria). Animal Sci~nce Division 
Ani~al feed resources in the Arab States. 
1977, 4p. 
/TECHNICAL PA?ER//ARAB COUNTRY//DEVELOPMENT PROJECT//FEED RESOURCE/ 
L32-21475 
Hashim, A.Ra 
Development of the feed industrya 
9. Veterinary Conference on Develop~ent of Poultry Industry in the Sudan, 
Khartoumu 27-29 Jun 1978. 
1978, p. 52-55 
/~EeTING PAPER//SUDAN//OEVELOPMENT PROJECT//FEED INDUSTRY/ 
I 
l34-21488 
Wahbi, A.G.Ae; Abdel-Gadir, S.E.; Idris, O.F.; Idris, S.H. 
Toxic effect of malathion administered to four adult sheep. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Research, 1979, v. 1, p. 15-26, 6 tables, 3 
graphs, 1 map; 13 ref. 
/ARTICLE//SUDAN//TOXICITY//MALATHION//SHEEP/ 
L36-21553 
El-Amin, T.H.; Ali, KeE.; Idris, O.f.; Adami S.I. 
Additives and meat industry. 
7. Sudan Veterinary Association Conferencg on ~eat Industry in the 
Sudan: Present Status and Prospects, Khartoum, 14-17 Feb 1975. 
1975, 20p., 2 tables 
/~EETING PAPER//FEED ADDITIVE//FOOD P~ESEQVATION//~EAT/ 
LS0-21221 
wahbi, A.A.I.; !dris1 O.F. 
Haematological and biochemical studies in tne blood of desert sheep in 
t~e Sudan. Part II. Watish X Kabashi. 
4C 
Sa Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development in the Sudan~ 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 




Wahbi, A.A.; Idris, C.F. 
Haematological and biochemical studies in dairy cattle in the Sudan 
Kenana and Butana cows. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development in the SudanJ 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
1977, pa 86-93, 6 tables; 20 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUOAN//HAEMATOLOGY//BIOCHEMISTRY//KENANA CATTLE//BUTANA 
CATTLE//DAI~Y CATTLE/ 
LS0-21226 
Idris, O.F.; Tartour1 G. 
Studies on proteins and certain electrolytes of the camel serum. 
8. Veterinary Conference on livestock Production Development in the Sudan. 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 





Khartoum Univ. (Sudan). Faculty of Veterinary Science 
Comparative assay of the thyroid hormones in cattle, sheep, goats and 
camels in the Sudan. 
Aug 1g69, 70p., 16 tables, 8 fig.; 52 ref. 
/THESIS//SUOAN//T~YROIO GLAND//CAMEL//CATTLE//SHEEP//GOAT/ 
LS0-21321 
Mirganl., T .. E .. 
Khartoum Univ. (Sudan). Dept. of Physiology and Bioch9mistry 
Studies on lipid metabolism in the camel (Camelus dro~edarius). 




Oust-stor~s: a hazaro for vaccine production in the Sudan. 
41 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development in the Sudan, 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 





A revie~ of quality control methods for foot and mouth disease vaccines. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development in the Sudan, 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
1977,·p. 223-231 
/MEETING PAPER//CUALITY CONTROL//FOOT AND MOUTH OISEASE//VACCINE/ 
L?0-21244 
Rweyemamu, M.M. 
Principles governin~ the selection of suitable foot and mouth disease 
vaccine strains .. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development in the Sudan, 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
1977, P• 232-235, 25 ref. 







Some considerations of veterinary education in the Sudan. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry. Special issue, 
2. Veterinary Conference, Khartoum, 17-19 Dec 1965. 
Nov 1966, v. 7C2), p. 26-33 
/MEETING PAPER//SUOAN//VETERI~ARY SCHOOL//VETERINARY MEDICINE/ 
L70-21340 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1928. 
1929, 4Sp., 5 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERI~ARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//TR~CE//ANIMAL SREEDI~G//ANIMAL PRODUCT//LIVESTOCK/ 
L70-21341 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1929. 
Mar 1930, 39p., 6 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//TRAOE//ANIMAL BREEDING//ANIMAL PRODUCT//LIVESTOCK/ 
L?0-21342 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1930. 
Jan 1931, 53p., 10 tables 
(_; /PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//TRADE/ANIMAL BREEOING//ANIMAL PROOUCT//LIVESTOCK/ 
L?0-21343 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1931. 
1932, 32p., 7 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 





Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1932. 
Feb 1933, 42p., 8 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUD~N//VETERINARY SERVICE//AN!MAL 
OISEASE//TRADE//ANIMAL 3REEDING//ANIMAL PRODUCT//LIVESTOCK/ 
L?0-21345 
Sudan •. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1933. 
Jan 1934, 28p., 7 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERV!CE//ANIMAL DISEASE//ANIMAL 
B~EEDING//ANI~AL PRODUCT//LIVESTOCK/ 
L?0-21346 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1934. 
Jan 1035, 29p., 7 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
OISEASE//TRAOE//ANIMAL !REEDING//ANI~Al PROOUCT//LIVESTOCK/ 
L?0-21347 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1935. 
Feb 1936, 35p. 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
1 DISEASE//TRADE//ANI~AL BREEOING//ANIMAL PROOUCT//LIVESTOCK/ \.......: 
L70-21348 
Sudan. Veterinary S9rvice 
Annual report, 1936M 
Jan 1937, 31p., 6 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//AN!MAL 
DISEASE//TRAOE//ANI~AL BREEDING//ANIMAL PRODUCT//LIVESTOCK/ 
L?0-21349 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1937e 
Feb 1939, 32p •• , 7 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SU04N//VETERI~ARY SERV!CE//ANIMAL 
OISEASE//TRADE//ANIMAL BREEDI~G//ANIMAL PRODUCT//LIVESTOCK/ 
43 
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L?0-21350 
Sudan. Veterinary S~rvice 
Annual report, 1938. 
Feb 1939, 43 p., g tables 
44 
/PROGRESS RcPORT//SUOAN//VETERINARY SERVICf//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//TRADE//ANI~AL BREEDING//AN!MAL PROOUCT//LIVESTOCK//EOUCATION/ 
L?0-21351 
Sudan.·Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1939. 
Feb 1940, 4iJp., 11 table 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//VETE~INARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
OISEASE//TRADE//ANI~AL BREEDING//ANI~Al PROOUCT//LIVESTOCK//EJUCATION/ 
L?0-21352 
Sudan. Veterinary s~rvice 
Annual report, 1940u 
Mar 1941, 27p., 9 t3bles 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY S~RVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//TRADE//ANIMAL 8REEJING//ANIMAL PRODUCT//LIVESTOCK//EDUCATION/ 
L?0-21353 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1941. 
Jan 1942, 30p., 8 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY S~RVICE//ANIMAL 
OISEASE//TRADE//ANIMAL BREEOING//ANIMAL PRODUCT//LIVESTOCK//EDUCATION/ 
L?0-21354 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1942. 
Jan 1943, 28p., 9 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARV SERVICE//ANIMAL 
OISEASE//TRAOE//ANIMAL BREEOING//AN!~AL PRODUCT//LIVESTOCK//EDUCATION/ 
L?0-21355 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1943. 
Feb 1944, 32p., 9 tables 





Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1944. 
Feb 1945, 22p., 8 tables 
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/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//TRADE//ANIMAL 3REED!NG//ANIMAL P~OOUCT//LIVESTOCK//EDUCATION/ 
L70-213S7 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual· report, 1945. 
Mar 1946, 22p. 
/PROG~ESS REP~RT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//TRADE//ANI~AL BREEDING//ANIMAL P~ODUCT//LIVESTOCK//EOUCATION/ 
L?0-21358 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1946. 
Mar 1947, 31p., 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERI~ARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//TRADE//ANIMAL BREEDING//~NIMAL PRODUCT//LIVESTOCK//EOUCATION/ 
L?0-21359 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1947. 
Mar 19481 23~., 3 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
ors=ASE//TRADE//ANI~AL BREEDING//ANIMAL PRODUCT//LIVESTOCK//EDUCATION/ 
L?0-21360 
Sudan. Veterinary Service 
Annual report, 1948. 
Mar 19491 22p., 2 t~bles 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETEqINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL DISEASE//LIVESTOCK/ 
L70-21361 
Sudan. Vet$rinary Service 
Annual report, 1949. 
Feb 1950, 2 4p. 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//~NIMAL 




Sudan. Veterinary s~rvice 
Annual rGport, 1950/51. 
Aug 1951, 31p., 4 tables 
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/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//TRADE//AN!MAL BREEOING//ANIMAL PROOUCT//LIVESTOCK//EDUCATION/ 
L70-21363 
Sudan ... Veterin.ary S9rvice 
Annual report, 1951/52. 
Aug 1952, 29p., 6 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//VETERI~ARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//TRAOE//ANI~AL SREEDI~G//ANIMAL PQOOUCT//LIVESTOCK//EOUCATION/ 
L70-21364 
Sudan. Veterin2 _ Service 
Annual report, 1952/53. 
1953, 21p., 7 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETE~INARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//TRADE//ANIMAl SREEOI~G//ANIMAL PROOUCT//LIVESTOCK//E~UCATION/ 
L?0-21365 
Sudan. Ministry of Animal Resourcesa Dept. of Animal Production 
Annual report of the Department of Animal Production formerly Sudan 
Veterinary Service, 1st. July 1953 to 30th. June 1954. 
1954, 27p., 8 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL HEALTH//D!SEASE 
CONTROL//TRADE//ANIMAL SREEDING//~NIMAL PROOUCT//PASTURE 
IMPqovEMENT//LIVESTOCK/ 
L70-21366 
Sudan. Ministry of Animal Resources. Dept. of Animal Production 
Annual report of the Department of Animal Production, 1st. July 1954 to 
30th June 1955 .. 
19551 17p., 6 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL HEALTH//OISEASE 
CONTROL//LIVESTOCK INOUSTRY//ANIMAL BREEOING//TRAOE//ANI~AL 
PROOUCT//LIVESTOCK//PASTURE IMPROVEMENT/ 
L70-21t+77 
Taf El-Dini M.Mm; Fawi, M.T.; Adlan, AqM. 
Pathological conditions in kidneys of slaughtered sheep and goats. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Sci$nce and Animal Husbandrya Supplement, 
4. Veterinary Conference, Khartou~, 31 Jan-2 Feb 1969. 
Mar 1969, v. 10(1), P• 58-66, 2 tables; e ref. 
/~EET!NG PAPER//SUDAN//OMOURMAN//ANIMAL PATHOLOGY//KIONEY//SHEEP//GOAT/ 
L?0-21515 
Sudan. Veterinary Departm~nt 
AnnJal report, 1900. 
1900, 3po - Extracted from: Reports by Veterinary Oep3rtment. 
/PROGRESS RcPORT//SUOAN//VETEqINARY SERVICE//RINDERPEST//CATTLE/ 
L70-21516 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1901. 
1901, 4po - Extracted fro~: Rreports by Veterinary Departmentm 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUO~N//VETERINARY SERV!CE//RINDERPEST//CATTLE/ 
L?0-21517 
Sudano Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1902. 
1902, 4p. 
/PROGRESS RcPORT//SUOAN//VETERINARV SERV!CE//RINDERPEST//CATTLE/ 
L70-21518 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1903. 
1903, 3p. 




Sudan~ Veterinary Oepartment 
Annual report, 1904. 
Dec 1904, 5p. 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//YETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL OISEASE//CATTLE/ 
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L70-21520 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1905. 
Nov 1905, 5p., 1 table 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//VETERINA~Y SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//RINDERPEST//CATTLE/ 
L?0-21521 
Sudan. ~eterinary Department 
Annual report, 1906. 
Dec 1906, 3p.i 2 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIM~L 
DISEASE//RINOERPEST//CATTLE/ 
L70-21522 
Sudan. Veterin 1 Department 
Annual report, 1907. 
Nov 1907, 7p., 1 table 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//QUARANTINE//LIVESTOCK/ 
L?0-21523 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1908. 
1908, 9pa, 1 table 
~ 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//QUARANTI~E//LIVESTOCK/ 
(_;L70-21524 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1909u 
Dec 1909, Sp., 2 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//~NIMAL 
OISEASE//RINDERPEST//CATTLE//CAMEl/ 
L70-21525 _ .......... __ ,... ___ 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual repo~t, 1910. 
Jan 1911, 6p., ? tables 






Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1911. 
Jan 1912, 7p., 15 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUD&N//VETERINARV SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//QUARANTINE//LIVESTOCK/ 
L70-21527 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1912G 
Jan 1913, 7p., 7 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERI~ARY SERV!CE//~UARANTINE//A~IMAL 
OISEASE//LIVESTOCK/ 
L?0-21528 
Sudan. Veterinary Oepartmant 
Annual report, 1913. 
Jan 1914, 14pa, 7 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//QUARANTINE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//LIVESTOCK/ 
L70-21529 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report,. 1914. 
Jan 19151 44p.t 8 tables 
. l~ROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
.DISEASE//RINDERPEST//PLEUROPNEUMONIA//LIVESTOCK//CATTLE/ 
L?0-21530 
Sudano Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 19150 
Jul 19161 17p., 9 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUD~N//VETERI~ARY SERVICE//QUARANTINE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//LIVESTOCK//CATTLE/ 
L?0-21531 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report~ 1917. 
Apr 19181 18p., 8 tables 





Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1918~ 
Mar 1919, 17p., 7 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//QUARANTINE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//LIVESTOCK/ 
L70-21533 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
AnnJal report, 1919. 
Jan 19201 13p., 6 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY s:RVICE//QUARANTINE//ANIMAL 
ors=ASE//ANIMAL BRE~OING//LIVESTOCK/ 
L70-21534 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1920. 
Jan 19211 21p., 7 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//QUARANTINE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//ANIMAL 8REEOING//LIVESTOCK/ 
L70-21535 
Sudan. Veter~nary Department 
Annual report, 1921. 
Jan 19221 21p~, 6 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//VET~RINARY SERVICE//QUARANTINE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//ANIMAL BREEOINGf/LIVESTOCK/ 
L?0-21536 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1922. 
Jan 1923, 23p. 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETE~INARY SERVICE//QUARANTINE//ANIMAL 
OISEASE//ANIMAL BREEDING//LIVESTOCK/ 
l70-21537 
Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual reprot, 1923. 
May 19231 31p., 8 tables 




Sudan. Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1925. 
Nov 1925, 47p., 12 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL OISEASE//ANIM4L 
BREEOING//LIVESTOCK/ 
L?0-21540 
Sudang Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 1926. 
1Q27, 37p., 9 tables 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL 
DISEASE//EXPORT//IMPORT//ANIM4L BREEDING//LIVESTOCK/ 
L?0-21541 
Sudane Veterinary Department 
Annual report, 19270 
1927, 34p. 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUDAN//VETERINARY SERVICE//ANIMAL OISEASE//ANIMAL 
BREEDING//EXPORT//IMPORT//LIVESTOCK/ 
L72-21216 
El-Nasri1 M. . 
Mycoplasma oth~r than Mycoplasma mycoides SubspG mycoidas isolated from 
man and animals in the Sudan • 
51 
. 8. Veterinary Conference on livestock Production Development in the Sudan, 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
V 1977, p. 28-321 1 table; 22· ref. · 
/MEETING PAPER//SUOAN//MYCOPLASMA//CATTLE//GOAT//SHEEP//CHICKEN//CAMEL/ 
L72-21218 
Osman, O.M.; Ibrahim, AmMai Osman, A.G. 
Some observations on ticks of sedentary cattle in Southern Darfur 
Province .. 
8a Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development ln th~ Sudan, 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 




Babiker, H.A.s.; Salih, M.M. 
The effect of ethidiu~ bromide on Mycoplasma mycoides. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development in the Sudan 
, Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
1977, p. 51-57, Z tables; 6 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUDA~//TRYPANOCIDE//ETHIDIUM SROMIDE//MYCOPLASMA 
MYCOIOE//CATTLE/ 
L72-2122~ 
Yagi, A.1.; Abdel-Gadir, F. 
The occurence of the Nile rat mite Ornithonyssus bacoti (Acarina: 
Oermanyssidae) in the Sudan. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development in the Sudan, 
. ; Kharto~m, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
'--' 19771 p. 83-85, 7 ref. 
/ME~TING PAPER//SUDAN//GE!IRA//MITE//RAT//ORNITHONYSSUS SACOT!/ 
L72-21230 
Altaif, K.I. 
An apparent relationship between haamoglobin type, breed and resistance 
to Haemonchus contortus. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Liv9stock Production Development in the Sudan, 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977 .. 
1977, p .. 126-128 




Parasitism - a challenge to animal wealth in the Suden. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry. Special issue, 
2o Veterinary Conference, Khartoum, 17-19 Dec 1965. 
Nov 1966, v. 7(2), p. 85-101, 17 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUOAN//PARASITISM//LlVESTOCK/ 
L72-21304 
Saad, A.M .. 
Khartoum Univ. (Sudan>. Dept. of Veterinary Pathology 
Pathogenesis of Schistoso~i bovis infections in domestic ruminant~. 
Feb 1979, 277p., numerous tables, fig.; ref. 
/THESIS//SUOAH//PATHOGE~ICITY//SCHISTOSOMA BOVIS//INFECTION//RUMI~ANT/ 
L72-21307 
eushara, H.O .. 
Khartoum Univ. (Sudan). 09pt. of Vet&rinary Pathology 
Stydies on the resistance to Schistosoma bovis in Sudanese cattle and 
sheep. 
Dec 1978, 156p., 15 tables, numerous fig.; ref 
/THESIS//SUDAN//ANI~AL RESIST~NCE//SCHISTOSOMA BOVIS//CATTLE//SHEEP/ 
L72-21308 
Majid, A.A.; Marshall, T.F. de C .. i Husseini M.F.; Bushara, H.O.; 
Taylor, MoG.; Nelson1 G.S. 
Observations on the epide~iology of Schistosoma bovis in cattle in the 
White Nile province, Sudana 
s.lg, s.n., s.d., 24p., 3 tables, 7 graphs; 16 ref .. 
(_,! /TECHNICAL PAPER//SUOAN//WHIT= NILE P~OVINCE//EPIOEMIOLOGY//SCHISTOSOMA 
BOVIS//CATTLE/ 
L72-21333 
Abdel-Razi~, ~.E.; Yagi, A.I.; Ho~ell, O.Eo 
Eradication of Glossina morsitans Ugandensis Vanderplank in Jur Narro~s 
of the Sudan. 
Khartoum, Tamaddon Printin~ Press, sado, 19p., 1 table, 3 graphs, 3 
maps; 11 ref. 
/MONOGRAPH//SUOAN//JUR NARROWS//DIS~ASE CONTROL//LAND 
RECLAMATION//TSETSE FLY//GLOSSINA MORSITANS/ 
I 
L72-21490 ' 
Osman, HaMai Shommein, ~.~.; El-Gazuli, A.Y.; El-Badawi1 KaS• 
The pathology of coccidiosis in Sudanese goats, a mixed infectiori •ith 
Eimeria arloingi and :i~eria parva - ~art 1. 





--.-------Osman, O.M.i Musa, M.M. 
The distribution and trypanosome infection rates of tse-tse in Southern 
Darfur. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Research, 1979, v. 1~ p~ 43-46, 1 table, 1 





Osman, o. M. 
A study of the life history of Hyalomms impeltatum Schalze and Scotke 
1930. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Research, 197Q, v. 1, p. 47-501 4 tables; 5 
ref .. 
/ARTlCLE//SUDAN//LirE CYCLE//HYALOMMA IMPELTATUM//TICK//R~B81T/ 
L72-21495 
Osman, 0;. M. 
Note on supatox against Sarcoptes scabei. 




Eisai A.M.i El-Bada~i, K.s.; Saad, M.BeA.; Ibrahim, A.B.M.i El-Gazuli1 
A., y • 
Check list and first records of helminth parasi~e~ of domestic and mild 
animals reported in the Sudan during the period 1902-1975. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Research, 1979, v. 1, p. 55-63, 15 ref. 
/ARTICLE//SUOAN//HELMINTH//PARASITE//LIVESTOCK//WILO ANIMAL/ 
L72-21557 
Hussein, H., S. 1, 
The effect of a milk diet on Babesia microti (Franca, 1910) and a. 
hylomysci (Bafort, Timperman and Molyneux, 1970) infection in mice. 
7., Sudan Veterinary Association Conference on Meat Industry in the 
l_,,. Sudan: Present Status and Prospects, Khartoum, 14-17 Feb 1975. 
1975, 17p., 1 table, 4 graphsi 40 refa 
/MEETING PAPER//MILK//OIET//B4BESIA MICROTI//BABESI~ 
HYLOMYSCI//INFECTION//MOUSE/ 
L72-21559 
Saad, M.A.; Hussein, A.M. 
l5olation of salmonellae from camels in tne Sudan. 
7. Sudan Veterinary Association Conference on Meat Industry in the 
Sudan: Present Status and Prospects, Khartoum, 14-17 Feb 1975., 






Husseini M.F.; Ali, i.e.; Gameel, A.A.; Bushara, H.Oa 
Some aspects of helminth immunity. 
7. Sudan Veterinary Association Conference on Heat Industry in the 
Sudan: Present Status ana Prospects, Khartoum, 14-17 Feb 1975. 
1975, 15pa, 46 refo 
/MEETING PAPER//HELMINTH//IMMUNITY/ 
L72-21563 
Mag zo ~b ,- M. 
Some ~spects in the p~ysiolo9y of trematode parasites. 
7. Sudan Veterinary Association Conference on Meat Industry in the 
Sudan: Present Status and Prospects, Khartoum, 14-17 Feb 1975. 
19751 3Po 
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(__,., /MEETING PAPER//METABOLISM//TRE~ATODE//PARASITE/ 
L73-21212 
El-nasri, t-c. 
The control of contagious bovine pleuropneumonia in the Sudan! present 
and future. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development in the Sudan, 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
1977, P• 1-3, 9 ref. 
/MEETING PAPE~//SUDAN//ANIMAL DISEASE//OISEASE 
CONTROL//PLEUROPNEUMONIA//CATT~E/ 
l73-21213 
, Salih1 MaMa; Harbi1 M.S.M.A. 
\..._,r Past and priasant status of cont.agious bovine pleuropneu111onia vaccine L .. 
Preli~inary results of the keeping quality of T1 strain culture ~accine. 
8~ Veterinary Conference on li~estock Production Development in tne Sudan, 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
19771 pa 4-101 1 table; 20 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUDAN//ANIMAL 
OISEASE//PLEUROPNEUMONIA//STORAGE//VACCINE//CATTLE/ 
------ ------ ---~ r~ 
L73-21214 
Harbi, M.S .. ~.A .. 
Isolation and identification of mycoplasmas with a note on diagnosis of 
contagious bovine pleuropneumoniaw 
56 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development in the Sudan, 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 





Control of contagious bovine pleuropneumonia in the Sudan. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development in the SudanJ 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
G 1977, p. 23-27, 1 table 




A note on bovine cysticercosis in the Sudan. 
8a Veterinary Conferenca on Livestock Production Development in the Sudan~ 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977. 
19771 P• 68-82, 10 tables; 20 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUDAN//ANIMAL DISEASE//CYSTICERCOSIS//CATTLE/ 
L73-21245 
I , 
(_/Mustafa, A.A .. ; Eisei, M. 
Foot and mouth disease status and control prospects in the Sudan. 
8. Veterinary Conference on Livestock Production Development in the Sudan, 
Khartoum, 22-26 Apr 1977a 
1977, P• 238-245, 3 tables, 2 maps; 13 refa 
/MEETING PAPER//SUDAN//OISEASE CONTROL//FOOT ANO MOUTH DISEASE/ 
L73-21251 
Asker, M. 8. 
Egypt. Ministry of Agriculture. Technical and Scientific Service 
Experiments to determine th0 susceptibility of weaned calves to cattle 
plague. 
Bulletin - Ministry of Agriculture, Technical and Scientific Service 
(Egypt), 1924, no. 42, 15p~, 11 tables, 3 graphs 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//EGYPT//DISEASE RESISTANCE//RlNDERPEST//CATTLE/ 
L73-212SS 
Sal em, I .. ~. 
Egypt. Ministry of Agricultureu Technical and Scientific Service 
Cattle plague in Egypt. 
Bulletin - Ministry of Agriculture, Technical and Scientific Service 




South Africa. Oapartmant of Agriculture 
East Coast fever: its prevention and eradicationa 
5 
Reprint - Department of Agriculture (South Africa), 1921, no. 44, 12p. -
Reprinted fro~ tha Journal of the Departm9nt of Agriculutre, 1921. 




Egypt. Ministry of Agriculture. Technical and Scientific Service 
Note sur la peste bovine en Egypte. 
Bulletin - ~inistry of Agriculture, Technical and Scientific Service 




tlamel, H .. 
Egypt. Ministry of Agriculture. Technical and Scientific Servic9 
Serological studies on animal brucellosis in Egypt. 
Bulletin - Ministry of Agriculture, Technical and Scientific Service 





Egypt. Ministry of Agriculture. Veterinary Research Institute 
Johne's diseas• Ca first record of, in Egypt)~ 
Technical and Scientific 3ulletin - Veterinary Research Institute (Egypt). 
1954, no. 273, Sp., 21 ref. 





Present status of diseases and disease control. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Sci9nce and Animal Husbandry. Special issue, 
2. Veterinary Conference, Khartoum, 17-19 Dec 1965. 
Nov 1966, v. 7(2), P• 34-45, 2 tables; 6 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUOAN//ANIMAL DISEASE//OISEASE CONTROL//LIVESTOCK/ 
L73-21296 
Mustaf~, A.A~; Fa~i, M.T~ 
Control of disease as prerequisite to development. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal rlusbandryo Special issue, 
2. Veterinary Conference§ Khartou~, 17-19 Dec 1965a 
Nov 1966, v. 7(2), Pa 46-75, 5 tables; 14 ref. 
\_,,' /MEETING PAPER//SUOAN//AN!~4L D!SEASE//OISE~SE CONTROL//LIVESTOCK/ 
L73-21309 
El-Malik, f(.HoM 
Khartoum Univ. (Sudan)d Faculty of Veterinary Science 
Serodiagnosis of animal trypanosomiasis in the Sudan. 





Moh amoud, M. M .. 
Oh~o State Univ., Columbus CUSA). Oept. of Veterinary Preventive 
· Medicine and Dept. of Microbiology 
Studies on the stable antigeng of African trypanosomes: serodiagnosis 
of Trypanosoma congolense infection by the latex fixation test. 





Mycoplasma frQm contagious cepri~e plauropneumonia. 
Annals - New York Academy of Sciences (USA), Jul 1967, v. 143, p. 298-30 





FAQ, Rome (Italy) 
Report to the Government of Sudan on immunization against contagious 
bovine pleura-pneumonia. 





s.lm, s.n., s.d., Sp. 
/PROGRESS REPORT//DEVELOPMENT PROJECT//RESE~RCH//TRYPANOSOMIASIS/ 
L-
L73-2144s 
Requirements of Ressarch Project sponsored by the Agricultural ~esearch 
Council. Study of Demodectic mange in cattle. 
s.l., s.n., s.d., 3p. 
/TECHNICAL PAPER//SUDAN//ANIMAL DIS2ASE//qESEARCH//DEMODECTIC 
MANGEi/HIDE ANO SKIN//CATTLE/ 
L73-21449 
The prevalence of mastitis in dairy coms and its economic implications. 
s.1@1 s.n., s.d., 9p. 
-~ 




Studies on camel haemonchosis in the Sudana A progress report to the 
National Council for Research. 
s.1., s.n., s.d., 4p. 
/PROGRESS REPORT//SUOAN//HAEMONCHIASIS//CA~EL/ 
L73-21478 
Yagi, A.I.; Mustafa, A.A.; Venkateraman1 T.V. 
A bacterial disease of tabanid larvae in Messeryia area, Kordofan 
Province, Sudan. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal ~usbandry. Supplement, 
4. Veterinary Conference, Khartoum, 31 Jan-2 Feb 1969. 
Mar 19691 v. 10(1), p. 67-80, 2 tables, 2 fig.; 9 ref. 
/~EETING PAPER//SUOAN//KO~OOFAN//MESSERYIA//BACTERIAL OISEASE//TABANID/ 




Fawi, M.T.; Tag El-Din, M.H.Ji Khogali, A. 
Avian leucosis complex - A threat to the poultry industry in Sudan. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry. Suppl9ment, 
4. Veterinary Conference, Khartoum, 31 Jan - 2 Feb 1969. 
Mar 1969, v. 10(1), P• S2-92, 2 tables; 6 ref. 
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/MEETING PAPER//SUDAN//ANIMAL DISEASE//AVIAN LEUCOSIS//POULTRY INOUST~Y/ 
L73-21430 
Faw1, M.T.; Karrar, G.; Ooeid, H.M. 
Studies of the infectivity of heartwats using various blood components. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry. Supplement, 
4. Veterinary Conference, Khartou~, 31 Jan-2 Feb 1969. 
Mar 1969, Va 10(1), p. 93-1041 6 ref. 
/MEETIN~ PAPER//ANIMAL OISEASE//INFECTION//HEARTWATER//3LOOO//GOAT/ 
L73-21481 
Babikar1 H.A.S. 
Artificial reproduction of Abu Nini, a contagious pleuropneumonia of 
goats in the Sudan. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry. Supplement, 
4. Veterinary Conf9rence, Khartoum, 31 Jan-2 Feb 1969. 





Mustafa, A.A.; Hassan, F.A. 
Bovine brucelliosis in Sudan. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry. 
4. Veterinary Conference, Khartou~, 31 Jan-2 Feb 1969. 
Mar 1969, v. 10(1), p. 117-126, 3 tables; 8 ref. 




El-Gezuli, A.Yai El-Badawi, K.s.; Shommein, A.M.; Osman, Ho~• 
The clinical response to experimental infection of Eimeria arloingi in 
goats - Part Il. 
Sudan Journal of Veterinary Research, 1979, v. 1, p. 37-38, 1 platei S 
ref. 
/ARTICLE//SUDAN//OISEASE RESISTANCE//INFECTION//EIMERIA ARLOINGI/IGOAT/ 
L73-21492 
Shommein, A.M.; Ginawi, M.A. 
Histopathological and haematological findings in avian oesteopetrosis. 




Gameel, A.A.; Yousif, Bu 
Dis9ase conditions affecting meat production in the Sudan. 
7. Sudan Veterinary Association Conference on Meat Industry in the 
Sudan: Present Status and Prospects, Khartoum, 14-17 Feb 19750 
19751 12p., 4 tables; 7 ref. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUCAN//ANIMAL DISEASE//MEAT PRODUCTION/ 
L73-21558 
Husseini A.M.i Saad, MaAe 
Tne incidence of brucellosis in camels in Kordofan province. 
7. Sudan Veterinary Association Conference on Meat Industry in the 
Sudan: Present Status and Prospects, Khartoum, 14-17 Feb 19750 
19751 7p. 
/MEETING PAPER//SUOAN//KO~DOFAN//DISEASE !NCIOENCE//BRUCELLOSIS//CAMEL/ 
L73-21562 
/ , 
Gotbi, O.A.Bo; Suliman1 H.M. 
Incidence of generalized Cysticerus bovis in Sudan cattle. 
7~ Sudan Veterinary Association Conference on Meat Industry in the 
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LSJ-21315 - Comparative assay of the thyroid hor,ones in 
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L73-21309 - Serodiagnosis of ani~al trypanosomiasis in 
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L00-21302 - ~eport of thG s&cretar1es of the discu•~ion 
i;;roup 
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r~sol~tions and recommendations of the 
Secon1 VQterinary Confer~nce 1965 
~alaysia. Oepartm~n~ of A;riculture 
L32-21336 - fo1d3rs and feedin; stuffs in ~alaya 
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L0~-:1~65 - Prod~ction anim~les 
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~3t1on~l Council for Resear:h, ~h~rtoum CSud~n) 
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Cownc1l 
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A~r~cultural Pr~j9ct 
=1)-~1405 - 8unes snd thair environment in northarn Sudan 
~48-21375 - :esert enc~o?chment control. Project 
~ro~osed by Sudan Govarnmant 1975-80 
=40-?14~5 - Sujan 1 s Jesert Encroachmgnt Control and 
~~nabilitation Programm~ (O.E.C.A.R.P). 
S.Jmnary presentation 
=40-21436 - Drogra~m~ de Lutte Contra la Cesertification 
et de R~mise en Et~t des Terres du Souda~ 
(uECA~P) 
~1J-2144~ - ~colQg1c~l factors a~facting world food 
production. Daserti4ication and 
environment~lly-induced diseases 
Cffica pour la Jevelopp~mant Industri3l1 Rabat (Maroc). Service 
A;;iro-indus"tria 
:?J-2156~ - ~tud3 du re?.rch~ des ~liments comooses 
Onio Stato UAiv., ()lu~bus (U5A). Dapt. of Veterinary Preventive 
Medicine and Japt. of ~icroD1ology 
L?~-21320 - Studies on t~e stable antigens of African 
tryoanoso~es: sarod1agnosis of Tr~panosoma 
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t~st 
Pniloso~hical Sociaty of tn9 Sud~n, Khart".)um 
~1J-21431 - ?r~c~ed1ngs of the ninth ~nnual conference 
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~19~stiJn trials conducted at the 
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ercidication 
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Rahab1litat1cn Pro~ra~me CD.E.C.A.R.P). 
Sum~~ry present3tio~ 
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=10-21511 - Projqt d~ developpement ~gricole d~ns le 
Gouvernorat de Sidi eouzid. Actions 
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Tu"1s1e. ~1nist?r~ de l''~rlculture. Direction de la Production A;ricole 
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E3~-213Q1 - Proj~t de develoopam~nt ~gricole dans le 
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~4J-21513 - Contrib~t1on B l'etuda phyto-ecolo~i~ue des 
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d'=,fid~. Pre~i9ra partie. Situation 
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l"arriere pays d'~nfida. Analyse des 
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Sud~~'s Cesert Encroach~ant Control and 
Rah3bil~tation Programm9 (O.E.C.A.R.P). 
Summ~ry oresentaticn 
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Sum~ary presentation 
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